Comparative genomics can also assign function to noncoding sequence. One fruitful approach is use of Availability of the mouse genome sequence will have long-range sequence alignments to identify conserved a major impact on the study of vertebrate evolution, noncoding sequences (CNS). Frazer, Rubin, and comammalian biology, and animal models of human disworkers have developed such an approach to find locus ease. Resources to explore genome biology in mice will maximize the effect of this watershed event.
These examples suggest both enormous potential for the simplest form of complex traits, allow us to extend basic knowledge of molecular pathways and to optimize using mice to model human traits and due caution before accepting an orthologous mutation as an accurate a disease model by fine tuning the behavior of the modeled trait. Positional cloning of modifier genes has been model. They also highlight the range of manipulation that make mice an ideal system for model development a technical challenge. If post-genome positional cloning allows efficient identification of these genes, it will usher and underscore the importance of more fully exploring the biology of both species, both for the basic science in a new world for studying complex pathways in mice. The challenges in strain diversity lie in ensuring that and for better modeling of human disease in a more manipulable system. appropriate genomic tools accompany these classical resources. For example, to optimize disease modeling, A Mouse of a Different Color Inbred mouse strains developed over the past century we need a better understanding of where mice differ from humans, and where some mice differ from each comprise a wide variety of phenotypic characteristics. Specific differences among strains have been reviewed other, in encoded genes and expression patterns. Toward this goal, Celera has assembled their version of by others (e.g., Festing, 1996) and will not be covered here except by way of illustration (Figure 1 ). In part, the mouse genome from a whole-genome shotgun of three common strains, rather than deeper coverage of a this variation is the result of mutations that arose since laboratory inbreeding began a century ago, but much single strain. While the polymorphisms found in the Celera mouse sequence will be useful, they are a pale reflecmore strain variation arose prior to the use of mice in modern research. Mus musculus is, in fact, a complex tion of the level of variation represented by current inbred strains-to say nothing of wild mice! In addition, species composed of several related and variably interfertile subspecies. Most of the more commonly used physical resources to harness strain diversity are currently lacking. In particular, bacterial artificial chromoinbred strains are themselves mixtures of the sub-subspecies M. m. domesticus and M. m. musculus, with some (BAC) libraries from multiple strains would greatly facilitate positional complementation cloning of modifier some M. m. castaneus and perhaps other subspecies sprinkled in from more ancestral murine invasions. More and polygenic trait loci. Already, clone-end sequencing of the C57BL/6J-derived BAC library being used in the recently, inbred strains have also been established and characterized from a range of other mice-notably public mouse genome sequence is transforming the isolation of large insert clones for functional analysis from M. m. castaneus, M. m. molossinus, and the sibling species Mus spretus. Harnessing this great diversity preconventional hybridization screening to a mouse click and an e-mail. Having similar resources for at least a sents some exciting opportunities and a few corresponding challenges.
few of the more commonly used inbred strains would further empower the community in their efforts to assign The opportunities offered by the diversity of inbred strains lie in both the genetic uniformity within a strain function to natural strain variants. be highly desirable. Along with this, streamlining of techFrom this perspective, it would be extremely useful to nology transfer issues will draw loud cheers from the have detailed information on the expression patterns entire research community. of orthologous and paralogous genes available from
The era of genome sequencing has rapidly become several species. Public databases to archive microarray the era of genome annotation. The clarity of functional results, such as GEO at NCBI, and curation of published analyses will benefit tremendously from publication of reports in GXD at The Jackson Laboratory/MGI, are a full mouse genome. Creation of tools and resources steps in this direction. However, a comprehensive effort to make use of annotated sequence should remain a based on cell-level detection would be a boon to both high priority in the near term. Then, as is rapidly ocdisease modeling and basic biology. curring in the microbial and invertebrate systems, we ES Cells of Many Colors. All mice are not created will fully enter the era of genome biology. equal. Specific inbred strains have more or less desir-
